Contractors’
Choice Insurance
Program with
NEW Homebuyer
Warranty Services
BUILD YOUR CONSTRUCTION BOOK OF BUSINESS WITH
ENHANCED HOME WARRANTY SERVICES THAT PROTECT YOUR
CLIENTS’ BOTTOM LINES.
With new enhancements to Contractors’ Choice, there’s a convenient and affordable solution for agents and brokers
to present to their construction clients to help builders reduce their overall costs and stay out of court.

CONTRACTORS’ CHOICE IS THE BROKERS’ CHOICE
Trusted by contractors and their agents and brokers since 1996, Contractors’ Choice has been an industry leader in
designing programs to meet the unique needs of developers and general contractors by assisting them in controlling
their risk exposure and costs through risk management and documentation. Now, there’s a solution for agents and
brokers to conveniently package policies for contractor and developer policyholders that will help them reduce
headaches related to their warranty offerings, save money and stay out of court.

THE CONSTRUCTION INSURANCE SPECIALIST
Contractors’ Choice understands the building industry’s pain points and is offering specialized home warranty services
to address one of the most pressing issues today: rising legal claims. Many contractors are setting aside hundreds of
millions of dollars a year to prepare for potential claims from new construction homebuyers. While some litigation is
the result of faulty construction, many cases result from misunderstandings related to homeowners maintenance
responsibilities or inaccurate expectations leading to lost time and money. Also, many homeowners don’t understand
the downsides of getting involved in litigation.

EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIPS WITH HOMEBUYER WARRANTY
PROVIDERS GIVE AGENTS THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
New partnerships with industry leaders HMI, Inc. and FrontLine, LLC enable you to offer one-stop-shop warranty
services conveniently bundled into easy-to-write policies. With HMI and FrontLine’s homebuyer warranty concierge
service and warranty outreach program, home builders can be confident that their homebuyers understand their
warranties before frustration translates to litigation. And, if litigation is filed, these insured home builders will have
an advocate interceding to mitigate and resolve the situation before it escalates. Your construction clients will reduce
claims costs and boost their reputations.

NEW BENEFITS PACKAGED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR CONTRACTORS’
CHOICE POLICYHOLDERS
HMI 24/7 Maintenance Service removes the burden of warranty
responsibilities from the contractor/policyholder at the buyer’s
walk through. HMI provides the buyer with verbal and written
information on the required maintenance of the home, and
insures that warranty work, when necessary, is completed in a
timely fashion to the homebuyer’s satisfaction.
Generally builders set aside roughly one percent of their revenue
(dependent on a variety of factors) to provide required and
necessary warranty service. HMI can provide this same service
for less, while acting as the builder’s representative.

HMI SAVES BUILDERS MONEY
Builders normally set aside 1% of their revenue for warranty issues. Barring any
catastrophic circumstance, HMI, an expert in warranty service, can do it cheaper.
In addition to these cost savings, the builder also realizes savings with HMI’s buyer
education on maintenance responsibility and the costs related to maintaining a
warranty service department. Further, HMI stays with the builder to service buyers
for the full duration of the warranty as required by statute.

FRONTLINE WARRANTY OUTREACH PROGRAM
When it comes to mitigating and resolving litigation in this space, FrontLine is the market leader. Since 2010, FrontLine
has been more than 99 percent successful in proactively guiding single-family homeowners to decide against
joining lawsuits and instead work with their warranty companies and builders to come to a fair resolution outside
the courtroom. Incorrect expectations on the part of the homeowner are often clarified after just one visit from a
FrontLine advocate.
FrontLine works with homeowners and HOAs to ensure satisfaction with their warranty service, to deter litigation
and provide support if litigation is introduced. FrontLine representatives serve as an advocate for the home builder’s
warranty helping the homeowner to navigate the warranty process and maintain a positive relationship among the
homeowner, HOA and the builder.
For single-family home construction, FrontLine visits with buyers in the second and sixth year after construction,
representing the builder. During the visit, the FrontLine advocate will discuss with the homeowner how the home is
performing and address any concerns. This opens up the opportunity to correct any inaccurate expectations about
the homeowner’s maintenance responsibilities and discuss any remaining warranty coverage. In situations involving
HOAs, FrontLine represents the builder by attending HOA meetings to address common area warranty issues and
maintenance responsibilities. In the unlikely event of single family or HOA litigation, FrontLine educates buyers on the
negatives associated with litigation. The Frontline Warranty Outreach Program is provided at no cost to the builder.

Start boosting your construction book of business with the
enhanced Contractors’ Choice Insurance Program and help
your contractor and developer clients start saving today.
Visit www.pioneerprograms.com or have your
insurance agent or broker call us at 626-696-3040
Contractors’ Choice is underwritten by and a trademark of: Pioneer Programs Insurance Solutions, LLC
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